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Doppler backscattering (DBS) has become a well-established and versatile diagnostic tech-

nique for the measurement of intermediate-k (kθ ρs ∼ 1, and higher) density fluctuations and

flows in magnetically confined fusion experiments. Previous implementations of DBS have been

in standard, large aspect ratio tokamaks. Spherical tokamaks, like MAST [1], have much larger

magnetic field pitch angles, which is of importance for the implementation of DBS on MAST.

The 180∘ backscattering for DBS requires three dimensional wave-vector matching between

the launched beam and the plasma fluctuations inducing the scattering, which are expected to

be highly elongated along the magnetic field. The large pitch angle in MAST means that DBS

implementation depends strongly on the capability to accurately launch the probing beam at a

toroidal and poloidal angle that is matched to the magnetic field at the scattering location.

Following from general considerations for the scattering of electromagnetic waves from

plasma fluctuations [2], the 3D alignment can be quantified in terms of a mismatch angle,

k̂ ⋅ B̂ = cos(π/2−θmis), where θmis = 0 for accurately aligned 180∘ backscattering. Two 8-

channel DBS/reflectometer systems [3] covering the frequency range 30-75 GHz are being

temporarily installed on MAST. This will complement existing Beam Emission Spectroscopy

measurements of low-k (kθ ρs ≲ 1) density fluctuations with intermediate-k (from kθ ρs ∼ 1 up

to kθ ρs ∼ 5, selectable by changing launch angles) measurements. We report on ray tracing cal-

culations to minimize θmis via a steerable mirror, description of the implementation, and initial

experimental data.
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